The formation of electron-donor-acceptor complexes of hexamethylbenzene (HMB) with tetracyanoethylene (TCNE) was investigated by measurements of the optical absorptions, the densities, the permittivities and the electro-optical absorptions of solutions in CCI4. The careful evaluation of data based on some previously reported models, has shown that the assumption of the formation of the 1: 1 and the 2 : 1 complex agrees with all experimental data, but that the assumption of the formation of only the 1: 1 complex is contradictory to experimental facts even if the activity effects on the equilibrium constant and of the solvent dependences of observed molar quantities are taken into account. The evaluation leads to the molar optical absorption coefficients and the molar volumes of both complexes and to their electric dipole moments in the electronic ground state and the considered excited state. According to these results the complexes are of the sandwich type HMB-TCNE and HMB-TCNE-HMB. In spite of the fact that the 2: 1 complex owns a center of symmetry, at least approximately, there is a rather large electric dipole moment in its excited state. Furthermore, values for the equilibrium constants and for the standard reaction enthalpies of both complex formation reactions are estimated from experimental data.
Introduction
Electron-donor-acceptor (EDA) complexes with a stoichiometric composition different from 1 : 1 have been observed in the solid state already a long time ago [1] , they have been discussed by Mulliken [2] , The evidence of the existence of EDA complexes in solutions is mostly based on optical absorption measurements of solutions of donor and acceptor molecules with varying concentrations. For the evaluation of such data it is usually assumed that there exists a complex with the stoichiometric composition 1:1. In some such investigations it was observed that the equilibrium constant determined for the assumed 1:1 complex apparently depends on the wavenumber used for the absorption [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] or on the interval of concentrations of donors and acceptors [3] [4] [5] 9] . Furthermore, equilibrium constants determined by other methods as NMR measurements [10, 11] , equilibrium ultracentrifugation [12] or the partition method [13, 14] did not agree with those from optical absorption measurements. Such apparent anomalies could be explained assuming the formation of 2:1-EDA complexes beReprint requests to Prof. Dr. W. Liptay, Institut für Physikalische Chemie der Universität Mainz, D-6500 Mainz.
sides the well known 1:1 complex [3] , as was done in the case of the hexamethylbenzene-tetracyanoethylene complexes, for example [12, 15] . According to these measurements the 2:1 complex has an absorption band at nearly the same wavenumber interval as the 1:1 complex, with both complexes soluted in cyclohexane. Dielectric measurements of Briegleb, Czekalla and Reuß [16] have been evaluated by Foster and Kulevsky [17] using the equilibrium constants determined from optical absorption measurements. This procedure leads to an electric dipole moment for the 1:1 complex and a vanishing one for the 2:1 complex. Hence one has to assume that the complex is at least nearly of sandwich type D-A-D, and not D-D-A, as was proposed for an exciplex [18] . Because of these results the assumption of the existence of the 2:1 complex besides the 1:1 complex seems to be dubious for the following reason: the absorption bands of weakbond 1:1 and corresponding 2:1 complexes in the gaseous phase are expected in nearly the same wavenumber intervals. In the 1:1 complex the electric dipole moment in the excited charge-transfer state corresponding to the EDA band is increased relative to the dipole moment in the ground state, and this should cause a red shift of the band of the solute 0340-4811 / 82 / 1200-1427 $ 01.30/0. -Please order a reprint rather than making your own copy.
molecule of approximately 1 • 10 5 m -1 , additive to the red shift caused by dispersion interactions between the complex molecule and the surrounding solvent molecules. If the corresponding 2:1 complex is of the sandwich type, one should expect a (nearly) vanishing dipole moment in the excited state as well as in the ground state. This should cause a blue shift of the absorption band of the 2:1 complex relative to the 1:1 complex of approximately 1 • 10 5 m _1 , contrary to the experimental result.
Other authors tried to explain the above described apparent anomalies by other reasons; for example, association of the donor, acceptor or complex molecule with the solvent [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , self-association of a donor molecule with another one or of an acceptor molecule with another one [27] , existence of different but stoichiometrical identical complexes [28] , contact-charge-transfer interaction [28] , activity coefficients of the educts and products significantly different from the value one [20, [29] [30] [31] [32] and a dependence of the molar absorption coefficient on the composition of the solution [6, 9] .
The aim of our investigation was to decide, if possible, between the different interpretations of the apparent anomalies; similar studies have been done by Scott [24, 29] , Hayman [33] , Hanna and Rose [30] , Deranleau [34] , and Kreysig et al. [35] . All research on chemical equilibrium reactions is based on data obtained from measurements on macroscopic phases and is intimately related to the problem of the determination of molecular quantities from such measurements. In paper I of this series we investigated the relations between bulk quantities, which can be measured on macroscopic systems, and molecular quantities, which have to be introduced by some theoretical model [36] . In paper II permittivity measurements and in III electrooptical absorption measurements have been treated as examples [37, 38] . In paper IV the method was extended to phases where chemical reactions occur [39] . These results are applied in this paper to solve the problems described above.
The System, the Models and the Evaluation of Data

The Investigated System and the Determined Bulk Quantities
The interactions of the electron donor hexamethylbenzene (HMB, A2) with the electron acceptor tetracyanoethylene (TCNE, A3) have been investigated repeatedly [5, 12, 15-17, 23, 40-45] . The solvent chosen in our studies was carbon tetrachloride (Ai), because its molecules own neither an electric dipole moment nor a quadrupole moment and hence this solvent is very suited for permittivity and electro-optical absorption measurements; furthermore, in carbon tetrachloride the maximal solubility of the acceptor A3 (approximately (co3)max = 0.5 mol mr 3 ) is much larger than in aliphatic hydrocarbons, and the maximal solubility of the donor A2 (approximately (co2)max = 750 mol m~3) is also rather large.
Measured were the mass densities Q, the optical absorption coefficients a, the relative permittivities er, the refractive indices n and the derivatives M = lim (öa/e^a 2 ), £a 2 -*0
where E& is the magnitude of an applied electric field, of solutions with known mass fractions WQZ and i/;03 of HMB and TCNE, respectively. From these data the generalized densities Pw<p, defined by Eq. (1.57) *, which are equal to the corresponding specific quantities if mass fractions are chosen as concentration variables, can be determined, namely The corresponding PMQ's are assumed to be of class Aa [36] , which is confirmed by the obtained results. Therefore the specific quantities satisfy (1.63) or
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where M1, M2 and M3 are the molar masses of Ai, A2 and A3, respectively, and &OJ= (Ö^/ÖWOJW, is the partial molar quantity of the substance A j adjoint to the extensive quantity 0 = PW<P mo as defined by (1.22) ; mo is the total mass of the solution.
A quantity with a cross as a superscript is the limit of this quantity for vanishing concentration of A3.
The quantities are the coefficients of the expansion oo
a = l as defined by (1.40), (1.46) and (1.47) . From a set of data Dp= {(P^, wo3; with a fixed value of WQ2 , the number of coefficients in (1) significantly different from zero can be determined by analysis of variance (F-and t-test). Multiple regression according to (1) then leads to estimators for an d possibly a few further coefficients of the power-series expansion in W03. The analysis of the available data has shown that in the investigated concentration intervals all considered specific quantities are only linearly dependent on Wv' o3 • Hence values for the limits and 0Q3 can be estimated and all further coefficients AW<PJ.a have to be assumed negligibly small. The partial molar quantities of TCNE and their dependence on v)q2 embrace all information available about chemical reactions and model molar quantities of the corresponding products, as will be shown in the following sections.
The Model for the Occurring Chemical Reactions
Neither the association of the donor, acceptor or complex molecules with solvent molecules nor the existence of different molecules with equal stoichiometrical composition can be the reason for the apparent anomalous behaviour of the solutions of hexamethylbenzene and tetracyanoethylene as has been shown in Sect. 6 of paper IV [39] . If such reactions occur, they cannot be recognized from the change of the absorption coefficient or of other bulk quantities with varying composition of dilute solutions. Any equilibrium constant which might be determined under such conditions is an average of equilibrium constants corresponding to chemical reactions between individual species, as can be recognized from (IV.64) and (IV.75), for example. Similarly, the values of model molar quantities of individual species cannot be determined, but instead only some averages of those quantities; compare (IV.59) and (IV.70), for example. The same holds true in case of contact-charge-transfer interactions, where any contact configuration of two or more molecules can be considered as a species with equal stoichiometrical composition as the corresponding complex. 1429 The following chemical reactions are assumed to be possible:
The totality of these reactions constitutes the hypothesis of occurring chemical reactions. Included are all possible associations between donor and acceptor molecules (A=}=0 and v=j=0) as well as associations of donor molecules among themselves (A ^2, v = 0) and of acceptor molecules among themselves (A = 0, v^2). Equation (3) corresponds to (IV.l) with R = Xv, vr2 = -A, VR3 = -v and vRj = 1 for J ^4.
From the results of the evaluation it will be shown that all available data can be explained with two reactions of the type (3), i.e. formation of the 1:1 EDA complex (A = 1, v = 1) and of the 2:1 complex (A = 2, v = 1).
Equilibrium Constants, Model Molar Quantities and the Evaluation of Data
The equilibrium constants K*Xv corresponding to the hypothetical chemical reactions (3) are related to the quantities Kw^v according to (IV.32) and (IV.36) as
where xpj is the value of the concentration variable of substance A j (J = 2, 3, Xv) in the equilibrium state as defined by (1.72):
nj is the amount of the substance A.7 present in the solution, W is an extensive quantity and yj a constant, possibly different for different substances Aj\ examples are listed in Table 1 of the first paper [36] . y e is a standard quantity with an arbitrary value and a unit equal to the one of ipj. The quantity Fwxv as defined by (IV.34) describes the activity effects.
It is related to the activity coefficients fy,j, defined by (1.132) and (1.133), as
JyiAv
According to (IV.39) a power-series expansion in ^02 and ^03 is possible:
+ TjvAv.ll V02 ^03 + 20 ^02 + , such that lim Fvxv = 0, where no = + ^02 + W03 no ->noi and noj is the initial amount of the pure substance Aj used to generate the solution. The tpj's are related to the concentration variables xpoj,
by (IV.6), or, specialized for the considered case:
where as defined by (IV.5), is the extent of the reaction (3) in a unit equal to that of %iipoi-Any generalized density Py,0 = PM,0mo/¥ / is related to the corresponding model molar quantities cpj (MMQ's) according to (IV.ll) as
7=1
Xv where, as defined by (IV. 12),
The dependence of any cpj on the composition of the phase can be represented by power-series expansion in ipoi and ^03 as introduced in ( 
The MMQ's cpj are related to the PMQ's 0Oj as shown in (IV. 14), or
and similarly for 0O2• From (16) follows the limit for ipo3 at a fixed value of ^02/^01:
According to (1.18) and (1.19) , the following relation holds true:
Introducing (18) 
The further coefficients BV0S, By,0i, ... and .4v3, ... in (19) , which can be calculated similarly, are not listed explicitly since they are not needed in the following studies. A quantity with a star as a superscript is the limit of this quantity for vanishing concentrations of HMB (and TCNE), i.e. for V02 0 (ip03 0) with a fixed value of woi • The quantity B0O is equal to the limit <P*3 of the corresponding partial molar quantity of substance A3. An equation similar to (19) but for a somewhat simplified case was discussed by Deranleau [34] . For the case A^ip^ + -4^2 (W2) 2 -f • • • 1, i.e. at sufficiently low concentration ^02, a series expansion of the denominator of (19) leads to an equation similar to a series expansion discussed by Hayman [33] . Under such a condition any evaluation assuming the formation of only an 1:1 complex may be satisfied but the apparent value of the equilibrium constant is actually related to the value of AviByj0ljBV0l as was recognized by Hayman [33] . Since BV02jBW0! may be different for different specific quantities Pw0, the apparent value of the equilibrium constant may be different when different measurements are taken (different wavenumbers at optical absorption measurements, for example). A separate determination of the coefficients Aw\ and Bv02 is possible only if for some of the investigated solutions Ay, 1 q)Q9 is comparable or even larger than one [46] , when the series expansion of the denominator of (19) is not possible any more. Under such a condition the evaluation of sets of data {(^03,^02)3} according to (19) Equations (20) and (21) show that only the equilibrium constant K*n for the formation of the 1:1 complex HMB-TCNE can uniquely be determined (24) (25) if AWI is different from zero. A value of AV2 different from zero can be caused by the formation of the 2:1 complex (HMB)2-TCNE as well as by 77^11.10, describing an activity effect on the formation of the 1:1 complex in first order, or by the formation of the dimere (HMB)2. But at least in the latter case it has to be ^4v2<0. Neither the obtained value of AW2 (compare Sect. 4.1), which is larger than zero, nor any other experimental data give a clue about the dimerisation of the donor molecule HMB in the solvent CCI4. Hence we assume K*20 = 0.
A further evaluation of the quantities Bv0a can lead to the MMQ's 99^1 and 99*1 °f the 1:1 and 2:1 complexes, respectively, as can be recognized from (23) and (24) . For that purpose not only the values of A WI and AY,2 have to be known but also the values of 99* an( i <P* and of the coefficients AWt/_a2a3 as introduced in (14) . The quantities 99* and 99* can be obtained from measurements of solutions of only one substance A2 or A3, respectively, in the same solvent as has been discussed in paper I [36] ; cp* can also follow from B0O. The quantities Xv<pjMt0la have to be represented on the basis of some appropriate molecular model, as has been outlined previously [36] [37] [38] .
Experimental Details
Tetracyanoethylene (TCNE) was purified by repeated recrystallisation in chlorobenzene and vacuum sublimation, hexamethylbenzene (HMB) by repeated recrystallisation in cyclohexane and zone melting. Carbon tetrachloride was washed with NaOH, H20, dried with CaCl2 and P2O5, fractioned over a column with aluminium oxide in the dark.
Density measurements were made with the device DMA 02 (Paar KG, Graz), optical absorption measurements with a spectralphotometer PMQ 2 with double monochromator MM 12 (Zeiss, Oberkochen), permittivity measurements with the device DM01 (WTW. Weilheim), refractometric measurements with a differential refractometer [47] . The device for the electro-optical absorption measurements has been described previously [48] .
Evaluation and Results
Optical Absorption Measurements
The absorption coefficients a of several sets of solutions with fixed values of the mass fraction v^2 of HMB were measured, each set consisting of a few solutions with variable values of the mass fraction v;03 of TCNE (c0 + 2 = 7 to 700 mol m-3, Co3 = o.l to 1 mol rn -3 ). Analysis of variance (F-and t-test) of the data has shown that in the investigated concentration intervals the specific quantity PMx = a /£ ) > where g is the density of the solution, is linearly dependent on the mass fraction w;o3 and that in the investigated wavenumber interval v = 15 • 10 5 to 25 • 10 5 m -1 , the limit of PW,K for w.'03-^O vanishes, Table 2 . From the results it may be recognized that the first four and only the first four coefficients of (26) are significantly different from zero with a statistical significance better than 95%. Multiple regression according to (26) assumes a random distribution of errors of Kq3/^02, but accurate values not only of ipQ2 but also of K^ and the latter assumption disagrees with experimental conditions. Hence the final values of the coefficients Aw\, Aw2, -BvK1 and BvK2 were determined by iterative non-linear Gauss-Newton approximation using the values of the coefficients ob- The values of the estimators Aw\ and Av2 at different wavenumbers are equal within deviations as expected from the errors of the measured quantities. Averaging over all investigated wavenumbers leads to the best estimators as listed in Table 3 .
With the estimated values for Aw\ and Aw2 and the values of K^ and ip^, the left-hand side of the following equation can be calculated:
Considering the left-hand side of (27) as a random variable in dependence on ipQ2, linear regression leads to the best estimators for BvKl and BvK2; some examples choosing ipo~2 = Cq2 are listed in Table 4 .
With the best estimators for Aw\, Aw<z, BvKl and BvK2, the quantity (K^)calc can be calculated according to (19) . The relative errors (K^ -(K^g)calc)/ Kog for the different solutions and wavenumbers are nearly always smaller than 0.005 and this magnitude agrees with the experimental errors of the absorption coefficients a. Hence the experimental data obtained from absorption measurements are completely described by the assumed model with the four coefficients Awi, AW2, BvKl and BvK2 different from zero.
The value of the quantity Awi is according to (20) directly related to the value of K*n of the equilibrium constant of the formation of the 1:1 complex HMB-TCNE. For the interpretation of the quantity Aw2 according to (21) the assumption üf*20 = 0 has to be introduced (compare Section 2.3). The value of Ay,2 is then caused by the equilibrium constant K*2! of the formation of the 2:1 complex (HMB)2-TCNE and/or by the coefficient 77^11.10 > which describes according to (7) the first-order activity effect on the 1:1 complex formation. Assuming 77^11.10 = 0, it becomes assuming K*21 = 0 it will be rjwu. 10 = A^/Ayi, the values are listed in Table 5 .
If the assumption r)vllaia2 = 0 for ai, cn.2 = 0, 1,2,..., which is equivalent to ^11 = 0, is met for one concentration variable xp^j * it usually will not be true for another concentration variable ytp as has been discussed at (IV.44). The relations between the coefficients 77^11.10 are
The values of v.aia2, which are different from zero for all but at least one concentration variable y)(j\ cause contributions to the estimators of Ay,\ and Ay,2 as listed in Table 3 . Hence the values of Kfn and Kf2l, for example, obtained from Ac 1 and ^4C2, show some deviations from the values obtained from K*n and K*2l [if =t= c) using (IV.43) as may be seen from the data in Table 5 , the deviations of Kf21 are even larger if the contributions due to the term K*nr)y,ii.io are taken into account (sixth row of Table 5 ). The problem of the choice of the most appropriate concentration variable for the evaluation of data was investigated by many authors r/10 5 m-1 5cKi/10-3m-i
• mol -2 Be K2/IO- 5 (26) including the term A V3 K^ (y^) 2 on the righthand side, does not lead to a statistically significant assertion even if the term seems to contribute the least for ip^ = c 02I this gives some preference to this concentration variable and will therefore usually be chosen for the further evaluations in this study. The imperfect knowledge of the best choice of the concentration variable causes errors of the equilibrium constants Kfn and Kf2l of the order of the difference of the different values listed in Table 5 (first column and fourth to sixth row), i.e. 0.3% for Kfn and 4% for K*n, and hence larger than the errors listed in Table 5 , which are, as usual in this study, 95% confidence limits based on the Student's t-distribution (± ti-aS, where s is the standard deviation of the mean and a = 0.025).
For optical absorption measurements, where the density D0 was identified with the absorption coefficient a, the MMQ's 99* occurring in (14) and (15) must, according to Sect. 9.4 of paper I, be identified with the molar absorption coefficient x* of substance Aj. Since in the considered wavenumber interval it is x* = x* = x* = 0, one can assume Kxj.a2a3 = °> for «7= 1, 2, 3; a2 = 0,1, 2,...; oc3 = 0, 1,2,..., as has been discussed in paper I. Hence from (23) and (24), it follows that the molar absorption coefficients of the 1:1 complex are x*t = BcKiIAcI ; the values are listed in Table 4 and drawn in Figure 1 . Assuming as above K%0 = 0 and ^cii.io -0 it is ^cK2 = AC2(X*i -2xt) + Aci Acxll.io' hexli.io describes according to Eq. (14) the solvent dependence of the molar absorption coefficient x\\ of the 1:1 complex in first-order relating to Co2 • Assuming Acxii.io = 0, then the molar absorption co. efficients x2l = ^cK2Mc2 of the 2:1 complex can be calculated. The values are listed in Table 4 and drawn in Figure 1 . Assuming Ä"*0 = 0 and K%i = 0, then
BcK2 -Aci (HiiVcll.lO + Xcxll.io)
and the values of XCxii.io can be calculated, as they are represented in Figure 1 .
According to the above results the dependence of the optical absorption coefficients of solutions of HMB and TCNE in CC14, on their concentrations, can consistently be explained by two different models. According to model I, there exist two complexes HMB-TCNE and (HMB)2-TCNE, each one having an absorption band in the same wavenumber interval as shown in Figure 1 . According to model II there exists just one complex, namely HMB-TCNE, and the further concentration dependences of the optical absorptions are caused by (1) the coefficient ^cii.io, which represents the activity effects on the quantity Kc\i of the complex formation, and (2) the coefficient Ac*ii.io> which represents the solvent dependence of the molar absorption coefficient x\\ of Table 5 . Equilibrium constants K*n and K*e>l for the formation of the complexes HMB-TCNE and (HMB)2-TCNE in CC14 at 298.15 K. Table 3 , assuming K*20 = 0 and = 0. 3. From the values Avi, AV2, Table 3 , assuming K*2o -0 an( l = 4. Calculated from K*n or if*21, respectively, using (IV. 43) (assuming r?vn. 10 = 0). 5. Calculated from K*21 using (21) and (IV. 43) assuming ffcn.io = 0 but values of rjv 11.10 (v 4= c) as calculated from (28) and listed in the last row of Table 5 . 6. Calcidated using (28) assuming r?cn.io = 0. the complex. A decision between these models is only possible if other data are known; for example, if the coefficients ^eii.io and ACxii.io can be determined independently.
According to (7), (4) where gmi is a contribution to the model molar Gibbs energy gi of the substance A/ in the solution defined by (1.120), R is the gas constant, FQI is the molar volume of the pure solvent (CCI4), vi is the model molar volume of the substance A/ and XCvi. 10 is one coefficient of the power-series (14) for cpI = vi. Application of (1.17) and introducing (30) into (29) molecule with the surrounding molecules of the solution [52] . Neglecting the other composition dependent contributions to g m i, which is at least a rough approximation for the considered dilute solutions, gmi can be represented by [52] 
-[l-f7(£r*)ag/]-if7(£*)}p.g/, where Nx is the Avogadro constant, (xgj and ag/ are the electric dipole moment and the polarizability of a molecule A/ (in the electronic ground state) and er is the relative permittivity of the solution with the value ef of the pure solvent. The tensor function f/(er) is defined by (11.35) . According to (32) gmi can be considered as a function of er, and hence
/jwy
J^XlpX ,
where because of (32) C/10' m" Fig. 1 . Molar absorption coefficients xfi and the complexes HMB-TCNE and (HMB)rTCNE in CC14 at 298.15 K and coefficients XCx 11.10, estimated from the data, and (2c*11.10) calc » calculated according to (37) . For (^cxll.io)calc the scale factor on the right-hand side of the figure has to be multiplied by 10" 3 . 
In Sect. 4.2 the limits v*, v* and of the model molar volumes are estimated and it is shown that one has to assume Xcvi. 10 = 0, I = 2, 3, 11. In Section 4.3 the quantities p.g/, agi, fix and xi\ and the derivative (öer/Sco2)*0i are estimated. With these data, listed in Tables 12 and 10 The model molar absorption coefficient x\\ of HMB-TCNE depends on the relative permittivity £r and the square n 2 of the refractive index of the solution, which may be represented by an equation similar to (33) of a previous paper [53] xi{er, n 2 )\v -3
) is the bandshape function of the considered electronic absorption band, Avi is the shift of a transition between definite states if the relative permittivity and the square of the refractive index of the solvent is changed from ef to er and from n* 2 to n 2 , p.ga/(£r> n 2 ) is the electric transition dipole moment and aga/ the transition polarizability of the electronic band and ERMI{St, n 2 ) the effective electric field in a solution with given values of er and n 2 . Corresponding to (14) and (36) 
where f/(er) is defined by (11.35) and (11.36) and f/ = fi{n 2 ). p,a/ is the electric dipole moment of the molecule A/ in the considered excited electronic state. According to (22) [55] it is again with a a/ = <*g / ERM/ = (1 -h ag/)" 1 f/ pg/ (39)
From the results reported in Sect. 4.4 it follows that the EDA complex HMB-TCNE owns, at least in a very good approximation, the symmetry of the point group C2v and that the considered electron donor-acceptor transition is of the Ai -> Ai type, i.e. the dipole moments pgn and p,an and the transition dipole moment pgan are parallel to the z axis of the complex (perpendicular to the plane of the HMB molecule). For such a transition it follows according to (7) and (9) of a previous paper [56] from (36) 
The derivative (0f//0er)di is given by (35) ; for the derivative [dl'Ijdn 2 )&i a similar equation holds true, where £r has to be replaced by n 2 .
In this section, the magnitude || fAgaii || of the transition dipole moment will be estimated, and in Sect. 4.4, the values of /^aiiz and (aga/)zz. The derivatives (81n(xii(v')lv')ldv')*=~, which are also needed for the evaluation of electro-optical absorption measurements in Sect. 4.4, can be obtained from the estimated values of x* as shown in Figure 1 . With these data, listed in Tables 12 and  14 , Eqs. (37) and (41) to (44) lead to the values (ACxii.io)caic as represented in Figure 1 .
The value (^cii.io)caic calculated from (31) is approximately 0.3% of the value of rjc 11.10 estimated from the data assuming model II (compare Table 5 ), the values of (Acxn.io)caic calculated from (37) are less than 0.1% of the values of XCxii.io estimated assuming model II. Hence comparison of calculated and estimated coefficients ?ycii.io and XCx 11.10 disclose that only model I agrees with the observed data. For estimations based on model I the coefficients are negligibly small compared to Kf2l and > respectively, and therefore the values of these quantities as reported in Table 5 and Table 4 , may be considered as true values, taking the effects due to activity coefficients and the solvent dependence of the absorption band also into account.
From the estimated values of and x*i > Fig. 1 , the magnitudes || p.*all || and || p.*a211| of the electric transition dipole moments of the solute molecules may be obtained, for example by using Eq. (6) of the previous paper [57] . With the electric dipole moments and the transition polarizabilities, as estimated in Sects. 4.3 and 4.4, the magnitudes || (p-gaii)oe I and II ({Xga2i)oe|| of the permanent transition dipole moments of the isolated molecules may be calculated according to (66) [57] , The results are listed in Table 12 .
The numbers of optical absorption measurements at 283.15 K, 293.15 K and 298.15 K have been too small to allow a similar evaluation of data for the estimation of the coefficients of (19) with sufficiently Table 7 .
The values of the maximal absorption coefficient [9] agrees well with our value, also because they investigated only the interval Co2 = 20 to 100 mol m -3 , where the formation of the 2:1 complex is rather small.
Density Measurements
The densities Q were measured of 23 sets of solutions in CCI4 at 298.15 K with fixed values of the mass fraction of HMB, each set consisting of a few solutions with variable values of the mass fraction w;03 of TCNE (c0 + 2 = 32 to 510 mol m" 3 , c03 = 5 to 28 mol m -3 ). Analysis of the variance (F-and t-test) of the data has shown that in the investigated concentration intervals the inverse density p -1 is linearly dependent on the mass fraction w;o3-Hence (1) is simplified to
where F^ is the limit of the partial molar volume for W03 -> 0 and M3 is the molar mass of TCNE. From the data and (45) the values of F^ and g + are determined.
In the investigated concentration interval 1 /Q + is linearly dependent on w£> as has been shown again by analysis of variance. Hence (11.17) is simplified to where F*2 is the limit of the partial molar volume F02 of HMB for WQ2 0 (and t/;o3 ->0) and Q* is the density of the pure solvent. The values obtained Q* = (1584.718 ±0.010) kg m~3 and Fq2 = (175.31 ± 0.07) • 10-6 m3 moi-i agree excellently with those of Le Fevre [59] .
The values of F^ are represented in Figure 2 . They can be evaluated according to (19) . Since there are not so many data as have been available from optical absorption measurements and since the dependence of F(X3 on the concentration c^ does not deviate so strongly from linear behaviour as was found for K^, the values of Aci and ^4c2 obtained Fig. 2 . Values of the limit VQ^ of the partial molar volumes of TCNE for solutions of HMB and TCNE in CC14 at 298.15 K. The curve is calculated according to (19) using the data in Tables 2 and 8. in Sect. 4.1 are used for the estimation of the coefficients By0, Bcv 1, Bcv2, ... . The results of F-and t-test as listed in Table 8 , show that the first three and only the first three coefficients are significantly different from zero.
For the further evaluation according to (22) to (24) some approximations have to be introduced. Since we do not know a model which describes the dependence of the model molar values v\, v2 and on the concentrations co2 and C03 of the solutions, the coefficients «7=1,2,3, have to be neglected. Assuming model I as introduced in Section 4.1 -the formation of the 1:1 and the 2:1 complex and ^cn.io = 0, ^11.10 = 0 -the equations are simplified to By 0 = F*3, 
• [(cÖJ-l^di.ioKi -vf) + kevll.io] •
From the data follows
Acvll. 10 -8.76 • 10-8 m 6 mol* 2
The results can be explained quite naturally with model I. There is a decrease of the molar volumes Anv* = -9.96 • 10-6 m 3 mol" 1 and A2lV* --26.85 • 10-6 m 3 mol-1 during the formation of the EDA-complexes HMB-TCNE and (HMB)2-TCNE (3.6 and 6.1%, respectively), caused by the shortening of the distances between the components of the complexes compared to the average distances of neighboring molecules in the solution. According to model II there would be a rather large dependence of the molar volume v\\ of the complex HMB-TCNE on the concentration of HMB as described by the value of XCvii.io, namely a decrease of approximately 15% in the investigated concentration interval (co2 = 0 to 500 mol -3 ). Such a behavior of v\\ is very improbable. Therefore the data obtained from density measurements also strongly support model I, i.e. the formation of both complexes HMB-TCNE and (HMB)2-TCNE.
Permittivity and Refractometer Measurements
The relative permittivities er and the refractive indices n at the wavenumber v = 9.259 • 10 5 m _1 were measured of 20 sets of solutions in CCI4 at 298.15 K with fixed values of the mass fraction of HMB; each set consisted of a few solutions with variable values of the mass fraction w>03 of TCNE (CQ2 = 32 to 570 mol m-3 , c03 = 0 to 41 mol m-3 ).
Analysis of variance (F-and t-test) of the data has
shown that in the investigated concentration intervals the specific electric susceptibility (er -1 )IQ is linearly dependent on the mass fraction W03. Hence (1) is simplified to
and Zq3 are the limits of the relative permittivity eT and of the partial molar electric susceptibility Zo3 of TCNE for w;03 -> 0, respectively. Linear regression according to (47) 
leads to values for (£+-1 )/Q + and ZQ3(WQ2).
In the investigated concentration interval -1 )/Q + is linearly dependent on WQ2 as has been shown again by analysis of variance. Hence (II.6) is simplified to
where ef and Z*2 are the limits of the permittivity (permittivity of the pure solvent CCI4) and of the partial molar electric susceptibility Zo2 of HMB for Wq2 -> 0, respectively. Linear regression according to (48) leads to values for {ef -l)lg* and Z*2-Equations similar to (47) and (48) Table 12 , the values of Z03 and are represented in Figure 3 . They can be evaluated according to (19) with a method similar to that one used for the evaluation of the partial molar volumes F03, Section 4.2. The results of the F-and t-test listed in Table 9 , show that the first three and only the first three coefficients are significantly different from zero; multiple regression leads to the estimators for Bio> Bau BcZ2, Bro, BcTl and BcT2 as given in column "3" of Table 9 . Fig. 3 . Values of the limits Z^ and ZQJ" of partial molar electric susceptibility and refraction of TCNE for solutions of HMB and TCNE in CC14 at 298.15 K. The curves are calculated using (19) and the data in Tables 2 and 9 . The crosses ( + ) represent values of Z^ according to the data of Briegleb, Czekalla, and Reuss [16] ; for these values the scale factor on the left-hand side of the figure has to be multiplied by 2.
The limit Z*2 of the partial molar electric susceptibility is related to the limit £* of the model molar electric susceptibility of HMB according to (1.78) and (1.83) by
A similar equation holds for where Z*j is to be substituted by Z'0* and A^i.io by ^cs'i.io-Similarly Table 9 . Results of multiple regression according to (19) , F-and t-test for refractometric and permittivity measurements of solutions of HMB and TCNE in CC14 at 298. 15 (22) to (24) some of the coefficients Acjj.ai0t2 and AC£'j.aia£2 are needed, which are defined by (14) . The further evaluation of the quantities £* and which may lead to the permanent electric dipole moment p.gj or the static polarizability agj and the polarizability Agj at the wavenumber v used for the investigation (v = 9.259 • 10 5 m _1 ) of the molecule Aj in the electronic ground state, must be based on a suitable model, for which we choose the extended Onsager model in ellipsoidal approximation [37] . In accordance with this model the quantities £* and as represented by (11.41) The derivatives (öer/0Co2)CO3>^, (0er/3co3)co«, follow from (47), (48), (45) and (46), for example, (£l> z --(£f -i)F - (52) Similar equations hold for
(0^2/0Co2)*3).1, (dn 2 ldcos)t
where Z*j and ef have to be substituted by ZQ* and n* 2 . The data necessary for the estimation of the derivatives have been determined above and in Sect. 4.2, and the results are collected in Table 10 .
The derivatives (0£j/0er)*, (0 2 ti/0£?)a,, ••• follow from (11.41) , and an example is given by (11.42) . Similarly the derivatives (0£//0w 2 )* , ... follow from (11.51) . For the derivatives with 1=1 the interaction radius awi and the traces of the polariz- The values AC£i.io and 1.10 obtained from (50) are listed in Table 11 . With these data and Z.* 2 or ZQ* the values of £* or result according to (49) ; they are reported in Table 12 . The details of the further evaluation of and leading to the polarizabilities ag2 and Ag2 of HMB are given in a previous paper [37] . The data necessary and the results are also listed in Table 12 .
In a similar way the quantities BZ0 and BT0, Table 9 , can be evaluated. According to (22) these data lead to and £3* and as above to ag3 and Ag3 of TCNE; the data necessary and the results are listed in Table 12 .
With the values obtained for HMB and TCNE the derivatives (9£j/Ö£r)*, (8£j/8% 2 ), ... can be calculated for 1 = 2 and 3 using (11.41) and (11.51) . These quantities together with the derivatives (8er/8co2), ... as given in Table 10 allow the calculation of AC£/<aiat2, 1 = 2,3, using (50) or (51) and similar equations; the results are listed in Table 11 . With these coefficients and the values of BCZL, BR 7 'i, Table 9 , and AC\, the model molar electric susceptibilities and Cn of the complex HMB-TCNE can be obtained; the values are listed in Table 12 .
For the estimation of the interaction distances («/A)S > I = 11» X = x, y, z, a sandwich-type configuration (D-A) of the complex HMB-TCNE is assumed, where the planes of the molecules are parallel to each other (xy plane) and the symmetry centers of the molecules are on the z axis with a distance equal to 3.4 • lO -10 m. The assumed configuration is confirmed by the results of electro-optical absorption measurements (Section 4.4). The electronic contribution to the polarizability of the complex was estimated according to (Agn)b = (Ag2)oe + (Ag3)oe assuming the described configuration. Similarly the static polarizability was estimated as (agll)s = (otg2)oe + (ag3)i>* • With these data the evaluation of £?i and £n was done as described previously [37] . The data used and the obtained values of (pgn)oe and (agn n«> ere listed in Table 12 .
Assuming model I -the formation of the 1:1 and the 2:1 complex -from the quantities BCZ2 and BCZ2, Table G, AC\ and ^4c2 the model molar electric susceptibilities £21 and C21 °f the complex (HMB)2-TCNE can be obtained, if the values of the coefficients XcU,aiai and J= 1,2, 3 and 11, as given in Table 11 are used. The coefficients with J = 1,2 and 3 have been discussed above. The coefficients AC£ 11.10 and AC£'ii.io can be calculated similarly, using (11.41) and (11.51) and the data obtained for the HMB-TCNE complex as listed in Table 12 . The values of £21 and C21 are listed in needed for the evaluation of refractometric and permittivity measurements. hiz.io, hi3.20 and the corresponding Acj'/.ai0£2). But, as we want to emphasize, this does not hold true for the coefficients generally. The coefficient AC£i.ii contributes approximately 15% of the quantity BCZL to ; the coefficients hii.11 and hii.zi each contribute ten times as much to £*i as BcZ2 > but the sum of the contributions of both coefficients is very small for the considered (HMB)a-TCNE complex. 2 (ag2)oe + («g3)oe assuming the described configuration. With these data the evaluation of £*i and £'2* was done as above. The data used and the obtained values of (p.g2i)oe, (Ag2i)oe and (ag2i)oe are listed in Table 12 .
Assuming model II -the formation of only the 1:1-complex -from the quantities BCZ2 and BCZ>2, Table 9 , the values of the coefficients Accii.10 = -(1-83 ± 0.10) • 10-6 m 6 mol"* and hz'11.10 = (2.8 ± 1.1) • 10-8 m 6 mol-2 can be estimated. Comparison with the values calculated using the extended Onsager model, Table 11,  shows that the first coefficient has the wrong sign and both coefficients have a wrong order of magnitude. These facts again falsify model II.
Dielectric and refractometric measurements of HMB and TCNE in CC14 at 293 K were also performed by Briegleb, Czekalla, and Reuss [16] • lO -30 Cm but with a method, with which it seems rather fortunate to obtain results, even of the right order of magnitude. The errors of the individual measurements (deviations) and the small interval of CQZ investigated make it very improbable that any method of evaluation could lead to reliable values of || p.gn || and || p,g2i || as may be recognized from the data of Briegleb et al. in Figure 3 . From measurements in CCI4 at 298 K but only taking the formation of the 1:1 complex into account, Chan and Liao [60] obtained || p.gii|| = 5.5 • 10 -30 Cm.
Electro-Ojptical Absorption Measurements
The quantity M, defined by (1.166), characterizes the electro-optical absorption of isotropic solutions. These quantities were measured of eight solutions of HMB and TCNE in CC14 at 298.15 K at 20 wavenumbers in the interval v = 1.56 to 2.08 • 10 6 m _1 (Cq2 = 8 to 370 mol m" 3 , c03 = 0.04 to 0.17 mol m~3). The data obtained have shown that in the investigated concentration intervals the specific electrooptical absorption P^y = M/g is linearly dependent on W03 and in the investigated wavenumber interval the limit of P^y for w03 -> 0 vanishes, i.e. P+Y = 0. Hence from (1) follows a simple relation for the determination of the limit Y03 of the partial molar electro-optical absorption of TCNE in the solutions: , (53) where aß is the optical absorption coefficient of the solution in an applied electric field Eg,. At fixed values of T and p the PMQ YQ3 depends on CQ2, v and where % is the angle between Ea and the polarization direction c of the incident plane polarized light wave with wavenumber v. Some values of YO3 are listed in Table 13 as examples. A set of quantities Y^ with fixed values of v and % and variable values of CQ2 satisfies (19) , but in this case three coefficients 7?cYa are not sufficient for an appropriate representation as will be shortly recognized.
Since under the considered conditions = «2 = X3 = 0 we may safely assume vi = v2 = v^ = 0, where vi is the model molar electro-optical absorption of the molecule A/, compare (III.2). Furthermore it is Act,7.ai0£2 = 0, for 1= 1, 2 and 3. For model I the coefficients r)cii.io and ACxii.io are vanishingly small, as has been shown in Sect. 4.1, and therefore ^cuii.10 and the field dependence of ^cii.10 are negligible. With these presuppositions from (19) to (24) follows for the limit of (a^/coa) in an applied electric field 
are introduced to describe the field dependence of the molar absorption coefficients XEJ, the initial concentrations CEOJ of the substances used to generate the solution, and the equilibrium constants KECIV of the occurring chemical reactions. With (54) to (57) follows from (53)
In the last two terms of the second bracket are the partial molar absorptions K^ which cause a rather complicated dependence of Y^ on CQ2 and therefore the application of the formal expansion, Eq. (19), is not appropriate. The quantities L* (v, y) are related to the transition dipole moment p.gaj and to the electric dipole moments \Lgj and paj and the polarizabilities agj and aaj of the considered molecule A j in its ground and excited electronic state as may be recognized from (III.6) to (111.20) . An evaluation of the dependence of Lj on v and y leads to quantities D * to I*, compare (III.6) to (111.10). From D* to I* in favorable cases information about p.gj, paj, agj, OLaj and pgaj may be obtained.
For a value of qf other than zero, two causes are mainly responsible. The first cause is the electrostriction of the solution in an electric field. An estimation leads to a contribution approximately equal to 1 • 10 -2 i y-2 m 2 , which can be neglected compared to the errors of measured values of L*. The second cause is the diffusion exchange of molecules in parts of the solution outside of the applied electric field and in parts inside of the field. This contribution is even smaller at least if the frequency of the applied field is large enough. Therefore the quantities qf and qf may safely be neglected in (58) .
A value of p* different from zero is caused by the electric field dependence of the Gibbs energy. According to (IV.33) and (IV.35) it is
where g%cj is the model molar Gibbs energy of the substance A j in the solution in an applied electric field, which can be represented as*
where g*j is the model molar Gibbs energy of A j in absence of an applied field and the tensors ifj and f* are defined by (11.34) and (11.35) , respectively.
Introducing (59) and (60) into (57) With the values obtained in Sect. 4.3 the values of Pi\ and p21 are calculated as listed in Table 14 .
Considering the quantities Cq2 , Kfn, Kf21, , x21 and Kq3 , whose values can be calculated using (19) and the data obtained in Sect. 4.1, as known quantities, and neglecting qf and qf, analysis of variance according to (58) shows that the coefficients L*±x*i, Iflx2l and p* may be estimated from available data, but not the fourth coefficient p21 because this term has too small a value and causes a variation too small in the considered concentration interval of CQ2. Therefore the fourth term was taken into account with the above calculated value p21 = 50.9 . 10-20 y-2 M2 as known quantity. Multiple regression according to (58) leads to an estimator for p*A, namely (pf^tim = (102 ± 6) • 10" 2 o V" 2 m«. The excellent agreement of the calculated value, Table 14 , and the estimated value support the theoretical models used for the evaluation of data and confirms the quality of the data obtained by electro-optical absorption measurements. Considering also the value p* = 103.8 • 10-20 y-2 M2 as known, multiple re-* Compare (131) [53] , for example, after averaging over all orientations in the applied field. and 7* are almost equal, the dipole moments p.gn and p.aii and the transition dipole moment figaii (with m= p.gaii/|| {Agaii ||) are at least nearly parallel to each other, a fact rather strongly confirming the assumed symmetry of the HMB-TCNE complex, namely a symmetry corresponding to the point group C2v-From the values of and E*t the quantities J?oViz and B^iz ma y be estimated according to (III.ll) and (III.12) and therefrom the components (aagii)22 and (aagii)z:r + (aagn)yy of the transition polarizability follow, if (35) and (36) of a previous paper [55] are used; the data are listed in Table 14 . The errors of the quantities and I*t prohibit an estimation of the change of the polarizability of the HMB-TCNE complex during the considered excitation process. of //ft and /ft follows a large magnitude of the electric dipole moment pa2i of the 2:1 complex in its excited state. The equality of //ft and /ft shows that pa2i is parallel to the direction m.2i = p.ga2i/|| P-ga2i || of the transition dipole moment. Assuming aa2i = «g2i leads to the value of /za2iz as listed in Table 14 . If there would be a 30% increase of the polarizability during the excitation process, the estimated value would be approximately 5% smaller. The small values of /"ft and G*i confirm the very small value of the magnitude of the dipole moment in the electronic ground state: || p,g2i|| < 1 • 10 -30 Cm (compare Section4.3). With the presuppositions /ug2iz = 0, R^iz --^oiiz and Rg\z=R ( 0\\z from F*u Gft, //ft and /ft the quantities /u^iz, aa2iz and aa2i:r + aa2iy can be estimated; the values are listed in Table 14 . The dipole moment /u^iz of the 2:1 complex in the excited state is nearly equal to the change /zan2 -/^giiz of the dipole moment observed for the 1:1 complex. There may be a rather small increase of the x and y components of the polarizability (20%) and a larger increase of the z component (100%) during the considered excitation process, but due to their large errors these values are not very reliable.
Assuming model I -the formation of only the 1:1 complex -a modification of (58) can be obtained similarly as above, which allows the determination of Lft, pft and two further coefficients describing the electric field dependence of ^cii.io and Acxii.io-Similar to the discussion in Sect. 4.1 it can be shown that the coefficients estimated from measured data differ strongly from the coefficients calculated from equations based on (31) and (37), respectively. Hence also the data of optical-absorption measurements confirm model I but contradict model II. The estimations of the field dependences of ^cii.io and XCxii. 10 based on (31) and (37), respectively, furthermore show that the corresponding coefficients are negligibly small compared to Zft and pft.
The first determination of an electric dipole moment of an EDA complex in its excited state was done by Czekalla and Meyer [61] using the results of electro-optical emission measurements. The results of electro-optical absorption measurements reported by Varma and Osterhoff [62] do not lead to any reliable data for EDA complexes. This may be recognized by the fact that from nine sets of data in three cases a negative value of fj, 2 was obtained, whose order of magnitude were almost the same as in the other cases. Some further preliminary results were communicated by Eckhardt [63] and by Liptay [53] . The reported magnitude || p.aii|| = 32 • 10" 30 Cm of the dipole moment of HMB-TCNE in its excited state [53] was much larger than the value obtained in this investigation, what is caused mainly by the usage of the erroneous value for the magnitude of the ground state dipole moment [16] . Groenen and van Velzen [64] for the HMB-TCNE complex. Since these authors considered only the formation of the 1:1 complex, the deviations to the values reported in this paper may be due to contributions of the 2:1 complex. But they also neglected the contributions caused by the field dependence of the equilibrium constants, i.e. they implicitly assumed pft = 0 (and naturally pft = 0), what is a further reason for the deviations of the above data from those in Table 14 .
Discussion
The data obtained by measurements of the optical absorptions, the densities, the refractive indices, the permittivities and the electro-optical absorptions could be interpreted by model I -i.e. formation of the HMB-TCNE and the (HMB)2-TCNE complex -as well as by model II -i.e. formation of only the HMB-TCNE complex. A decision between the two models is possible if the coefficients describing the solvent dependence of the activity effects (^cii.io)j the model molar absorption coefficients (hexli.io), the model molar refractions (AC£'ii.io)> the model molar electric susceptibilities (AC£ii.io) and the coefficients describing the electric field de- From the electro-optical absorption measurements it can be concluded that the HMB-TCNE complex exhibits, at least approximately, the symmetry of the point group C2 v • The transition dipole moment p.gaii is parallel to the two-fold rotation axis of the complex, and hence the first excited state, corresponding to the excitation at v = 186 • 10 4 m -1 , is a Ai state as well as the ground state of the complex. The magnitude of the electric dipole moment is || jAgiifl = 7.0 • 10~3 0 Cm in the ground state, the direction of p.gn is from the TCNE group to the HMB group of the complex. The magnitude of the dipole moment is || (xaii || = 19 * 10~3 0 Cm in the considered excited state, and the directions of (jigii and p,aii are equal. Since there is a rather strong increase of the dipole moment during the excitation process, the electron-donor-acceptor absorption band may also be called, as is usual, a charge-transfer band. The dipole moment in the excited state is still much smaller than would be expected if the charge of an electron is transferred from the donor HMB to the acceptor TCNE (54.5 • 10 -30 Cm, if the distance between the donor and the acceptor group is assumed to be 3.4 • lO" 10 m).
The (HMB)2-TCNE complex exhibits an optical absorption band with maximum at 184 • 10 4 m -1 in the same wavenumber interval as the HMB-TCNE complex and an integral absorption which is almost twice as large as that of the HMB-TCNE complex. The electric dipole moment of the (HMB)2-TCNE complex in its electronic ground state is either zero or nearly zero (|| p.g2i || < 1 • 10~3 0 Cm), a fact which confirms a sandwich-type configuration HMB-TCNE-HMB. The symmetry of the molecule in the ground state corresponds approximately to the point group C2v, if there is a dipole moment different from zero, or to the point group D2h, if the dipole moment is zero. Surprisingly the 2:1 complex has a dipole moment in the considered excited state, whose magnitude is nearly equal to the magnitude of the change of the dipole moment of the 1:1 complex; its direction is also parallel to the transition dipole moment and therefore parallel to the z axis passing the centers of the groups HMB, TCNE and HMB. If the symmetry corresponds approximately to the point group D2h, in the isolated 2:1 complex there have to be two close-spaced excited states corresponding to the irreducible representations Biu and Big. The interaction with the applied electric field and also with the surrounding solvent molecules causes a mixing of both states, which leads to a Franck-Condon state with a permanent electric dipole moment different from zero. The relaxation process associated with the transition from the Franck-Condon excited state to the equilibrium excited state (equilibrium with respect to the positions of nuclei of the complex and the surrounding solvent molecules) causes a decrease of the symmetry of the 2:1 complex, and probably the equilibrium excited state will correspond to the irreducible representation Ai of the point group C2 v • Presuppositions for this interpretation are the existence of weak interactions between the HMB molecules and the central TCNE molecule in the complex and very weak interactions among both HMB molecules. These assumptions are supported by the following facts: (1) the considered absorption band of the 2:1 complex is very similar to the absorption band of the 1:1 complex but with an almost twice as large intensity, (2) the changes of the dipole moments during the excitation process are nearly equal for both complexes, and (3) the value of the standard reaction enthalpy ARII* for the 2:1 complex is approximately twice the value for the 1:1 complex.
The electrostatic interactions between solute molecules and the surrounding solvent molecules cause a shift of the absorption band of the complexes in a solution relative to the band of the complexes in the gaseous state [54] . With the data estimated in this investigation, the shift is Ai> = -4.6 • 10 4 m _1 for the 1:1 complex and Av = -2.9 • 10 4 m -1 for the 2:1 complex. Due to these small shifts, the absorption bands of both complexes, observed in CCI4
